High Performance Computing

**SEAS has migrated all computing hardware to FAS Research Computing. New users should obtain a FAS RC account by visiting** [https://rc.fas.harvard.edu](https://rc.fas.harvard.edu)

### Getting started with FAS Research Computing

Obtain a FAS RC account by visiting:

[https://rc.fas.harvard.edu](https://rc.fas.harvard.edu)

Please consult the documentation available at the above link for connecting to FAS systems and familiarizing yourself with the SLURM queue management system. For any help on Odyssey, contact FAS RC:

[https://rc.fas.harvard.edu/about/contact/](https://rc.fas.harvard.edu/about/contact/)

Request to be added to the SEAS group.

You can see if your group has storage resources on Odyssey on this page:

- [Connecting to your SEAS storage hosted in FAS RC](https://rc.fas.harvard.edu/about/contact/)

You can learn how to run Scientific software in Odyssey on this page:

- [Using Scientific Software](https://rc.fas.harvard.edu/about/contact/)